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Ironing Boards
Iron-A-Way
Built-In Ironing Centers
IRA46   No Door
IRA46ASBSB No Door, Adjustable Swivel 
Top of the line, Model A-46 is professional designed to include the most 
premium set of features, allowing for the utmost ease and comfort when ironing.  
The telescoping steel support legs provide the rugged stability necessary when 
ironing with the superlative 46 inch length board.  A 4 inch height adjustment 
lets you choose the most comfortable work position.  A solid state, silent timer 
turns on power to the built in work light and the electrical outlet.  The electrical 
cord cover and restraints help guide the cord over the board, eliminating 
potential snags.  You can leave your iron plugged in at all times, even when the 
door is closed.  A built in safety switch disconnects all power when the board is 
returned to the upright position.

It has an oversized hot iron storage compartment, iron rest, storage shelves, 
garment bar and indicator light are the standard accessories completing this 
supreme ironing center. 

Iron-A-Way
Built-In Ironing Centers
IRA42  No Door
IRA42D With Birch Door
Model A-42 is skillfully designed with a 90 degree left/right, industry 
standard 42 inch, ventilated steel swivel board, giving flexibility in confined 
areas like corners in the laundry room or kitchen.  Its easy 4 inch height 
adjustment automatically returns to its normal ironing board position every 
time the board is put away.

The solid state silent timer, premium sized hot iron storage component, built 
in work light, storage shelves, electrical cord wrap, and on/off indicator light 
are the outstanding standard accessories that complete this ultimate ironing 
center.  
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Iron-A-Way
Built-In Ironing Centers
IRE342 No Door
IRE342D With Birch Door
Model E-342 has been expertly designed to only include core components and any 
additional features are optional.  What sets this unit apart form the others is you can 
design the perfect ironing ironing center to fit your needs.

The cabinet houses a premium sized hot iron storage compartment, storage shelf, an 
appliance outlet, an on/off illuminated rocker switch, and an industry standard 42 inch, 
ventilated steel board.  Now you just add any or all remaining features to customize 
your ultimate built in ironing center. 

Iron-A-Way
Built-In Ironing Centers
IRNE342  No Door
IRNE342SW-GB No Door, Swivel Board
Model NE-342 is just what you need if an electrical outlet is easily accessible.  It is 
built with all the same quality materials as our electric models. 

The NE-342 features a premium sized hot iron storage compartment, storage shelf, 
and a rugged 42 inch ironing board made of ventilated steel. 
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Iron-A-Way
Built-In Ironing Centers
IRNE242  No Door
IRNE242SW  No Door, Swivel Board
Model NE-242 is a surfaced mounted, non electrical unit.  Perfect for areas where 
you want to iron, but the wall/surface can not be penetrated for recess mounting.  
You have fast access to  your ironing board, without in cabinet storage.  This quality 
built model comes with a rugged 42 inch, ventilated steel ironing board.   You can 
special order the swivel feature that creates flexibility of any ironing needs.
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Rev-A-Shelf
Pull-Out Ironing Board
Rev-A-Shelf has ironed out the inconvience of storing and setting up that bulky ironing board 
with the introduction of its CIB/ VIB Series. the uniquely designed expandable frames mount 
easily in a closet between panels or in a vanity drawer between cabinet sides from 14 1/4” to 
21” wide and the fixed brackets allow for easy mounting of all standard drawer fronts. They feature chrome finishes and unique 
ball-bearing slide systems that provide sufficient over travel for maximum utilization. Simply open until the gravity lock 
engages, unfold board and you are ready to iron!
Part # Finish Size
RVIRONBOARD-16 Chrome 11.8” x 19.2”
RVIRONBOARD-20 Chrome 11.8” x 37.7”


